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Use your stickers to fi nish the picture. Add wheels 
to the cars and missing pieces to the houses.



Find

 the square windows, 

 the green objects, 

 a lantern,

 and the gray cat.





 4 ice pops,

 2 yellow birds, 

 1 colorful kite,

 and all the round objects.

4 ice pops,

 colorful kite, colorful kite,

FindSunny days are perfect for going 
to the park and eating ice cream!



Use your stickers to finish the picture.
Give grandma a trendy hat and her grandson 
a colorful toy. Who goes to the park with you?



 1 red umbrella,

 1 playful puppy,

 2 scooters, 

 and all the triangles.

 red umbrella, red umbrella,

 playful puppy, playful puppy,

and all the triangles.and all the triangles.

Find





Find
What a hot day! How many birds 
are splashing around the fountain? 
Count them!

 4 birds, 

 everything blue,

 3 skateboards,

 and the people wearing 
glasses.



Use your stickers to fi nish the picture. Add wheels to the 
tricycle and scooter. Now they can race! Who will win?



 3 round windows,

 2 yellow hats,

 all of the rectangles,

 and 3 clouds. 

2 yellow hats,2 yellow hats,

Find





Let’s visit the playground! 
Kids swing, slide, and play! 
What do you like to do? 

 2 pairs of roller skates, 

 4 orange flowers, 

 3 buckets,

 and 1 flying kite.

Find





Use your stickers to finish 
the picture. Add lots of colorful 
balloons for all the boys and girls.

 the blue things,

 2 pink balloons,

 3 things with polka dots,

 and a yellow toy car.

Find





It smells so sweet in the bakery! 
This bakery is filled with cakes, 
cupcakes, cookies, and candy. 
Which would you like to try?

 5 red cherries, 

 everything with stripes,

 and 1 bar of chocolate.

 all the squares,

Find



Use your stickers to finish the picture. 
Give the tiger stripes and decorate the 
clown’s costume. Don’t forget to give the 
juggler some juggling balls!



 all the triangles, 

 everything green,

 5 yellow stars,

 and 2 pairs of binoculars.

Find



The zoo is the place to see lots of different 
animals—big, small, furry, and feathered!



 all the birds,

 3 red ballons,

 1 tall animal, 

 and a girl wearing pink.

Find



Use your stickers to fi nish the picture. Add train parts, suitcases, and 
a big station clock. It will let you know when to catch the next train!



 3 suitcases, 

 1 baggage cart,

 all of the yellow objects,

 and the gray cat!

Find





Cheer for your favorite team! 
Go team go!

 the players in blue shirts,

 all the rectangles,

 3 flags,

 and 1 referee. 

Find



A police offi cer always follows the rules. 
Use your stickers to finish his uniform. 
How many buttons are on his suit? Count them!



 all the round objects,

 the traffi c light,

 3 yellow scooters, 

 and 1 brown dog. 

Find





Do you want to go on an exciting trip? 
Hop on the tour bus to see all the sights!

 all the rectangles,

 5 red flowers, 

 3 colorful hats,

 and 2 pairs of binoculars.

Find



Smile at your neighbors—it will brighten their day!



 an ice cream cone,

 4 yellow balloons,

 1 scooter,

 and the gray cat.

Find



Use your stickers to add the finishing 
touches to this truck.
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Preschoolers will have a ball matching stickers, completing puzzles, 

and playing learning games in this full-color activity book. 

The colorful pages include fun facts about the big city, 

so kids can learn as they play!

PACKED WITH GAMES, PUZZLES, AND MORE!

USA $4.99 / CAN $6.99 / £3.99

ISBN 978-1-949998-18-4
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The colorful pages include fun facts about the big city, 

so kids can learn as they play!
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